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The journey of my disease is pictorially 
demonstrated to give insight and awareness 
of my own personal challenge through the 
diagnostic stage, treatment, prognosis and 
refractory disease, new treatments and even-
tual remission.
The images are theatrically recreated as the 
actual events are private and confidential; I 
have tried to show the implied scenarios to 
aid comprehension. 



The journey of a cell is complex and relent-
less, the Mitochondria plays a huge part in 
cellular activity, the disease process harness-
es their energy to replicate and divide. The 
illness that manifests is silent and insipid, 
slowly changing its environment to make its 
home less hostile. The first cell starts a re-
action the trigger that is normally ignored 
ceases to respond, the solitary cell makes its 
presence felt...
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Mitochondrion, the trigger is set and the process starts, a slow non explosive replication begins, silent  and 

stealthy  the unknowing host is unaware of its malicious intent...

Mitochondria



The replication continues its resourceful pathway, gathering momentum, strength and food source.



The Diagnostic Appointment.

The original appointment was the start of the journey, a very challenging journey fraught with emotion, fear-
fulness and ignorance.

The disease that had slowly gathered its strength was identified; the potential for its destruction was set in 

place, disease versus medicine round one...



The cool and collected consultant’s manner was in stark contrast to my terrified and naive feelings. It’s the 
best Cancer to have...This is of little consequence when the stakes are so high.



Contemplation, Reflection and Acceptance.

The passage of time, experiencing the disease and treatment made the challenges seem less insurmountable.



Is this the last time I’ll look like this? 

The fear of expectation, the unknown monster dwelling inside, does it show externally?



PICC Line insertion: A brief painless process, correction, a slow problematic procedure that took mul-
tiple attempts...

Treatment had to start as the disease symptoms exacerbated and the rigours were ravishing my body, the 

disease had reached a stage three bench mark. 



Starting Chemotherapy 

The first treatment, everything I had read and had been told was now becoming a reality. 

The emotions and fear were at a heighten level.





In positive thought the process is made more effective... The plan was to prevent or minimise the side effects... 
Round 2. Trying the cooling cap to find it’s like torture. The idea sounded great but the reality was the most 
painfully debated failure, the cap was like a medieval torture device.

Treatment starts to take a toll on me. The relentless treatments, blood tests and drugs all played a part and 
gradually allowed the monster to be glimpsed... The reality was gloomy and dark.

The lethargy starts to build, the disease appears to be dormant but the body is challenged and drained, sleep is 
elusive and anxiety heightened...Round three.



The comfort of my own thoughts was a great companion, I felt comfortable convincing myself I had some con-
trol over the disease and my own determination was the key.

The disease ebbed and flowed, my emotions followed a similar pattern, cognitively things seemed harder to 
comprehend. Concentration was at a premium so I had focus all my energy on singular tasks, this drained my 
limited resources but gave me some emotional respite.

Why me, what did I do?





 How much longer?

The questions were as relentless as the medications, time became warped and I felt incongruous with the world 
of reality. 

The treatment had a timeframe but the effects were such that time appeared to be halted.
The effects seemed to be multiplying as quickly as the Cancer cells and yet there was an endless wait until day 

that treatment was to finish.



It’s finally over.
Disease zero, medicine one!



Retrospectively I realise it wasn’t quite over just yet, I mentally need to live it out. The profound emotions 
are not something to compartmentalise they need to be explored, reflected upon and eventually acceptance is 
possible.

Why are these huge lumps back? It is the Lymphoma again?

The energy levels are not improving, the symtoms are not abating, the disease, or the body’s adjustment?



Waiting patiently and then discovering it is in fact the cancer again. 





ESHAP, feeling like is everyday going to be my last and will it even get better?

The treatment is terrible and I permanently feel horrific. 



I’m stuck in here unable to live any form of normality.

The torture of sadness and exhaustion is shown clearly in my face but only when the world is not paying atten-
tion. The disease is resourceful and manipulative and shows great resistance to treatment. 
Disease one, medicine zero.



Who even am I?



I feel so trapped.

Why am I immune to  the all the treatment?



What is next? Is there any solution?

A new treatment is suggested and funding sought, the treatment was a Monoclonal antibody a lethal battle 
commenced and I felt fear and trepidation I hoped the Cancer did too. My skin responded by feeling itchy.



Puffy eyed and feeling tired, hoping it will work. Perpetually worrying the side effects were going to be a very 
toxic cocktail for my body as well as the disease.



The nodes are beginning to shrink.

The goal was in grasping distance, the first signs of progress surface.  I could finally see the path illuminated in 
front of me.



It worked.
The last treatment commenced...

The stem cell transplant process, fear is never far from my mind accompanied by hope they are such strange 
bed fellows...



The appointments continue, the process undecided, there is a great need to discuss all possibilities available to 
determine the next step.



The passing of time, is the intrinsic obscuring the extrinsic facade?

The gaze of trepidation...



The bed is vacated, the disease and I are in London, what next?

The results are unknown; judgments should not be made yet...



When a situation looks grim and catastroph-
ic it’s hard to see it in any other perspective. 
Everyone means well but sometimes it’s not 
what you what to hear. 

You just feel so cold and almost hostile... 
Ultimately you need to see the world as a 
wonderful place full of possibilities, kindness, 
love and support, the effervescent spirit re-
turns...
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